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The COMMENT 
Volume L[ Number 4 BHIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE February 24, 1972 
M.A.C.E • Study Released 
BHIDGEWATEH ... Dr. Adrian 
Hondileau made public Tuesday, 
Ibe results of the Massachusetts 
Advisory Council on Education's 
research report dealing with 
Bridgewater State College and her 
eight sister State Colleges. The 
report, which is known as the In-
stitutional Functioning Inventory, 
was conducted for M.A.C.E. by the 
Center for Field Research and 
School Services at Boston College. 
Dr. Rondileau told The COM-
MENT that the study is U a survey 
of the subjective attitudes of the 
people at the State Colleges and in 
our case Bridgewater. It is not a 
study of existing conditions, but 
personal perceptions of these 
conditions by those closest to the 
situation, . in regards to the in-
stitutional stance on various 
measures of organization." 
The study took into account the 
three segments of the B.S.C. 
community: faculty, students, and 
administrators. The 192 students 
(7.1 percent of the student body) 
were randomly selected from the 
junior and senior class lis ts by the 
research team. The questionnaires 
were ditributed to those students 
involved by the Division of Student 
Personnel. Ninety-one percent or 
196 faculty members were polled 
and forty six percent or sixteen 
members of the administration 
were questioned. 
The College was evaluated on 
eleven scales; only the first six 
areas were evalua ted by all three 
segments of the community. The 
faculty and adminstration involved 
evaluated those last five areas 
mentioned. Each scale is 
reI presented by twelve questions 
within the questionnaire. The 
higher the score, the more 
respondents saw the morale fac-
tors as positive at that institution. 
The eleven areas and the results 
l:mctgewaLer Administration 7.8 Community perceived the 
Stale College's Administration 6.0 availability of stimulation beyond 
All members of the College the classroom at a higher level 
than did the average faculty FacuHy and administrators 
member, student or administrator perceive concern for un-
in the nine other State Colleges. dergraduate learning to be higher 
Freedom: Academic and Personal at Bridgewater State College than 
Freedom on Campus. do the administrators and faculty, 
Bridgewater Faculty 8.3 on the average at the nine other 
State Colleges' Faculty 7.8 State Colleges. Students at 
Bridgewater Students 5.9 Bridgewater perceive concern to 
Slate Colleges' Students 6.1 be slightly higher than those at the 
Bridgewater Administrators 9.3 other State Colleges. 
State Colleges' Administrators 8.9 Democratic Governance: the 
The conclusion here is that oppertunity to be involved in 
Bridgewater State College faculty decisions affecting one's future. 
and administration feel more Bridgewater Faculty 6.9 
freedom exists at Bridgewater State Colleges' Faculty 5.2 
than do their colleagues at the nine Bridgewater Students 4.9 
other State Colleges; the students 4.1 
at Bridgewi1ter, however, feel they Bridgewater Administrators 8.5 
have slightly less freedom at State Colleges' Administrators 6.9 
Bridgewater, then their colleagues Bridgewater faculty ad-
at the other State Colleges have on ministrators, and students per-
thier campuses. ceive there to be a higher level of 
Human Diversity: heterogeneity Democratic Governance on their 
of constituent groups on campus. campus than do the other State 
Bridgewater Faculty 6.1 Colleges in the average. 
State Colleges' Faculty 5.1 Meeting Local Needs: institutional 
Bridgewater Students 8.0 emphasis on solving local man-
State Colleges' Students 5.8 power needs and adult education. 
Bridgewater Administrators 7.8 No oppertunity for students to 
State Colleges' Administrators 6.0 respond to LF.I. 
Faculty and administrators BridgewaterFaculty 6.6 
perceive there to be a greater State Colleges' Faculty 5.8 
heterogeneity of constituent Bridgewater Administrators 7.0 
groups on campus while students State Colleges' Administrators 6.8 
feel almost the same as do students Bridgewater faculty appear to 
W1 the other nine State Colleges. perceive more affirmatively that 
Concern for Improvement of the college meets local needs than 
Society do their-peers in the other nine 
Bridgewater Faculty 4.1 State C.olleges. There appears to be 
State Colleges' Faculty 4.1 only s~i~ht differe!1ce between the 
Bridgewater Students 4.2 perceptwn of BrIdgewater State 
State Colleges' Students 4.5 College a.dl?inis~rators and that of 
Bridgewater Administrators 4.9 U:e admimstrahons of the other 
State Colleges' Administrators 6.9 rune State Colleges .. 
Bridgewater faculty, ad- Self st~dy andPlanmng: AttelT!-pts 
ministrators and students perceive at ~ontmuous long range planmng. 
there concern for improvement of BrIdgewater Faculty 5.2 
society on their campus in almost St~te Colleges' Fa~~lty 4.2 
the identical manner as do the BrIdgewater AdmHllstrators 5.8 
students, faculty and ad- State~olleges' Administrators 5.6 
ministrators on the nine other state Bndgewter State College 
college campuses. faculty members perceive to .a 
Concern for Undergraduate greater degree than ~o theIr 
Learning: degree to which the colleagues al the other mne State 
college emphasizes. undergraduate ~oIleges, that the College ~ngages 
Availability of stimulation beyond teaching and learmng. III Self study and plannm~ and 
the classroom. Bridgewater Faculty 7.2 attempts to carryon contmuous 
Bridgewater Faculty 7.3 Slate Colleges' Faculty 6.5 long rang~ planning. On the other 
State Colleges' Faculty 5.2 Bridgewater Students 6.0 hand! ~ndgewater State Cone~e 
Bridgewater Students 8.0 State Colleges' Students 5.8 adnlll1lstrat?rs al:e almost 111 
State Colleges' Students 5.8 Bridgewater Administrators 5.0 agreement WIth theIr peers at the 
New Acadentic Calendar Approved 
Both the General l"aculty and each group- in favor of adopting 
the students ( the latter by the poll the new Aeademic Calendar for 
drculatcd by the Comment) have IH72-H}7:3. 
('xpres!'!cd themselves as being In the light of this joint 
oV{'rwhe\mingly- more t.han 90% of favorable reaction, the Calendar 
those expl'essing an opinion in 'reproduced below is being adopted 
Calendar y"or The Academic Year 
1972-197:3 
for the academic year 1072-1973 on 
a trial basis. . 
Very Cordially, 
Adrian Rondileau, President and 
Acting Academic Dean. 
Second Semester 
197:3 
January 12, F'riday 
other State Colleges as to the 
degree to which colleges carryon 
Self-shldy. 
Concern for Advancement of 
Knowledge: emphasis on research 
and scholarship. 
Bridgewater Faculty 3.2 
State Colleges' Faculty 2.2 
Bridgewater Administrators 4.0 
State Colleges' Administrators 3.0 
Bothe faculty and ad-
ministrators have a high level of 
perception as to the degree of 
concern for advancement of 
knowledge that exists at 
Bridgewater State College than the 
average perception held by faculty 
and administrators at the other 
nine State Colleges. 
Concern for Innovation: in-
stitutional commitment to ex-
periment with new ideas in 
education. 
Bridgewater Faculty 6.5 
State Colleges' Faculty 5.8 
Bridgewater Administrators 6.7 
State Colleges' Administrators 7.1 
Bridgewater faculty appear to 
believe that there is a concern for 
innovations at a higher level than 
prevails on the average in the 
perceptions which faculty mem-
bers of the nine Sta te Colleges have 
of the activity on their campuses. 
T.1 the other hand, the ad-
ministrators of the nine State 
Colleges in . the study believe 
slightly more strongly that there is 
concern for innovations on their 
campus than do the administra tors 
at Bridgewater State College. 
Institutional Espirit : morale 
factor . 
Bridgewater Faculty 8.4 
State Colleges' Faculty 5.8 
Bridgewater Administrators 9.8 
State Colleges' Administrators 7.7 
The data clearly indicates both 
faculty and administrators per~. 
ceive the morale factor to be 
higher at Bridgewater State 
College than the average In-
stitutional Espirit perceived to 
exist at the other State Colleges. 
Reply to Student 
Rights and FreedoTns 
Early in the Academlc year, the S.G.A.<;ouncH presented t~ 
President RondiIeau a lengthy document entItled The Studen~ 
Rights, Freedoms and Respons~bi1it~es St~tement." . ThIS 
statement restated many Consbtutumal nghts, establIshed 
philosophy and procedure f~r College poli~ie~ ~ i.e. Admissions) and 
made it necessary to establIsh a student Judlclary. The document, 
which was not voted on by the entire student body, was sent to 
President Rondileau after it passed the CounciL .. . 
President Rondileau sent the statement to the law fIrm of 
Mahoney, McGrath, Atwood and Goldings for a leg~l opinion .. 
The following is the reply from attorn~y Morns M. Golqmgs: 
Briefly Mr. Goldings states that the PreSIdent of a college m the 
State College System, while' affirming tights guaranteed by the 
Constitution of the United 'States and the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts should not "endorse specific posit~ons which may 
exceed Board '( oLTrustees) policies." 
February 17, 1972 
President Adrian Rondileau 
Bridgewater State College 
Bridgewa tel', Massachusetts 
Dear President Rondileau: . 
I apologize for having delayed this answer to your request with 
respect to your letter of December 29, 1971, addressed toMr: J?C1 
Weissman President of the Student Gov rnment· AssocIatwn 
Council o~ "Students' Rights, Freedoms and Responsibilities 
Statement" when I promised 0 ans.wer it long ago. Th~ diffic.ulty 
has been that I wanted to consider It thorGUghly and to ll1vestIgate 
at some length the legal problems posed by attemping to advise 
you about any special and specific rights and freedoms for 
Bridgewater State Co~lege .. The more! studied the l?attee, the 
clearer it became that It was not approprIate for youactmg alone to 
approve any such document and, in effect, to speak for the Board of 
Trustees and the Commonwealth in this regard. 
l' irsl SemeSI{~l' 
mn 
St'pt<'mbel' ri, Tuesday General Faculty and Department 
Meetings 
Hegistratiot1- Seniors, Juniors, 
Specials, Transfers 
The crux of the matter is that Students' Rights and Freedoms 
involve complex federal and state constitutional issues as well :;ts 
being matters relating to policies of the Board of Trustees. Whtle 
these policies must be consistent with constitutional mandates, 
those mandates leave a great area for policy determination and 
descretion by the Board. Threfore, pending the developrntnt of a 
specific Students'Rights and Freedoms Po1icr Stateme.nt fo~ the 
entire state college system, should such be deSIred. any mdlvldual 
president is well advised to indicate his support of all rights and 
freedoms for students and faculty which .are guaranteed by the 
Constitution of the United States and by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, but not to promulgate or endorse positions which 
may exceed Board policies. 
,;('ptemiJer Ii, Wednesday 
September 7, Thursday 
Seplember12, Tuesday 
September HI, Tuesday 
()etober H, Monday 
~)dober 23, Monday 
October 27, Friday 
November 6-17 
November 22. Wednesday 
Nevembcr 27, Monday 
December 15, Friday 
December 22, F'riday 
December 25 to January 11, 1973. 
Ht'gistratioll- Senior, .Juniors, 
Specials, Transfers. 
Hegistration-- Sophomores and 
Fl'C11hman 
Opening of Academic Year-
Classes begin at Sa.m. 
College Committee Meetings 
Fall Convocation 
Columbus Day-No classes 
Veterans Day- No classes 
End of first quarter 
Preregistra tion for Second 
Semester. 
Thanksgiving Recess- Classes 
suspend at noon. 
Classes resume at 8 a.m. 
First Semester Examinations 
begin. 
First Semester Examination end. 
First semester ends_ 
Christmas and tntersemester 
Recess. 
Januarv 1:3, Saturdav 
Hcgistra tion- Sophomores and 
Freshmen 
January 15, Mondav 
SecOIld Semester.' Classes begin at 
Hn.m. 
February 19, Monday 
Washington's Birthday- no classes 
March 9, Friday 
End of third quarter- Spring 
recess. Classes suspend at 5p.m. 
March 26, Monday 
Classes resume at 8a.m. 
April 16, Patriots Day- no classes 
April 20, Good Fl'iday- no classes 
April 23-May 4 Preregistration 
May 17. Thursday 
Second Semester Examinations 
May 25, Friday 
Second Semester Examinations 
end. Close of Academic Year. 
l\1ay27, Sunday Commencement Day. 
I would see no legal obstacle to your restating and reitera~ing 
this support in a further document if the students should so deSIre. 
To go beyond the foregoing might well exceed your authority by 
implying that the president as an agent of the Board of Trustees 
and of the Commonwealth is making a commitment on their behalf 
which he is powerless to fulfill. I feel that your four-page single 
spaced letter of December 29, 1971 was tho~oughl~ consi~.tent with. 
these legal considerations and heI1ce, that Its vanouspomts seem 
to me to be well taken. 
In sum. it is my legal· opinion that there are no rights and 
freedoms that accrue to students or faculty in anyone of the eleven 
colleges in the state system that donot in due course accrue to all 
the other students and faculty of all the state colleges and that 
therefore the president of anyone institution is stepping bey~nd his 
jurisdiction if he implies that he has the power to grant or WIthhold 
an..,. rights and freedoms beyond these. 
Please contact me if you have any further questions in this 
~·egard. . 
Very truly yours, 






Who Can Appeal? 
Ed. Note: The following int{ll'vi{~w wns conducted with President 
ltomUleau in his capacity as Acting Acadtmdc Dcan. 
1. Is it tnu' that studtmts' hav{~ been seve!'cd fl'om th{~ follege 
Community without ·an Oltl)Ol'tunity to appeal to the acad('mic 
review board'~ 
The only students who were separated from the College after the 
first semester of this academic year -- that is, ill laLe January --
were those students whose academic records were such that they 
have always in the past been separated automatically without the 
opportunity for an appeal to an academic review board. This is 
he(~ause their grades were below the minima utilized in the past by 
the Acndemie ~Stnnding Committee in determining which students 
would be granted an opportunity to appeaL The separations in the 
following categories were always automatic and students falling 
into these groups never did meet in the past with the Academic 
Standing Committee. (The reason for this decision has always 
heen that the mathematics were completely against the possibility 
of students with these low grades being able to be in good standing 
at the end of the academk vear.) 
A. Fn~shmen wIth grade P01l1t ratIOS below 1.0. 
B. Sophomores with cumula tive grade point ratios of less than 
1.5, who had previously been on probation, and who had 
previously appeared before the Academic Standing Com-
mittee. ' 
C. .Juniors admitted as transfer students for September and 
who 
received grade point ratios less than 1.75. 
It must be noted, however, that aJl students who requested an 
appointment to appeal their situation were granted opportunities to 
present their cases to the Dean of Undergraduate Studies. 
2. If this is true, was it a matter of policy 01' expediency? 
The policy outlined in L above represents no change in the 
procedures used in the past with respect to those students dropped 
from the College. It has always been my strong personal con-
viction and policy to give the students who have any chance to be in 
good standing at the end of the year the opportuhity to finish the 
year. It is for this reason that the rreshman students with grade 
point averages between 1.0 and 1.5 have been granted this 
privilege. I have adhered to this policy for two reasons: first, 
because I am very concerned about the number of freshmen who 
fail out of college before they have really gotten their feet on the 
ground and, secondly, that the time and judgement burden imposed 
upon both the members of the Academic Standing Committee and 
the students in the marginal category of grades between 1.0 and 1.5 
was so great that it was better for all concerned to give the op-
portunity to thosw students who wanted to continue, a chance to 
prove that they could do substantially better in the second 
semester. 
:3. Was there an academic review board appointment made this 
yrar? Who were the persons appointed? 
Yes. The Committee was appointed by me in September 1971. 
The members are: Professor Clifford, Chairman; Professors 
F'alkner, Perry, George, Harris, Keay, Kelly, Schippers, J. Smith, 
Quindley and Miss Poule. 
4. Who made the decision that the Board not meet? When was 
the d(1cision made'? Why was it made'? 
.The Academic Standing Committee recommended to the 
Academic Dean that the Academic Standing Committee not meet 
at the dose of the first semester. Dean Harrington exercising his 
responsibility as Academic Dean and I, my responsibility as 
President, accepted this decision to be effective January, 1972. The 
recommendation was accepted by us because the committee had 
heen concentrating most of its efforts at this time of the year in 
reviewing the cases of those students who 0) fell below the 
minimum quality point ratio for their cladd, and (2) had previously 
been on probation until a final disposition could be mad of their 
cases in the following June date. 
The decision that the Academic Standing Committee not meet at 
the end of the first semester was made because this system still 
permits the students in academic difficulty to continure by putting 
them on automatic probation if their average is such that it is still 
possible for them to be in good standing at the end of the year. It is 
the intention of the Academic Standing Committee to review all the 
cases of students who are still inacademic difficulty at the June 
1972 meetings. 
5. How Humy students were severed from the College Com-
mUl1ity'~ Freshmen? Sophomores? Juniors? 
and 
O. Bow many students were severe(l frm the College at this time 
last year'? 
A totHI of 76 students were severee from the College for low 
scholarship in January 1972. The distribution is as follows: 
Freshmen 40 
Sophomores 23 
Juniors 13 equals 76 
By comparison, 
in January 1971, 113 students were dropped for low scholarship: 
Ji'reshmen 50 
Sophomores 45 
Juniors 18 equals 113 
A marked decrease in number when we consider that the total 
cnrollmetn was 3303 in September 1970, compared to 3415 in Sep-
tember 1971. 
7. What has heen the policy in the past? 
Past policies in each of the areas have been discussed in the 
answers already given. 
8. Were sudents who were dropped from the roll given any 
chance for appeal of any sort? 
A~ indicated in Question I, above, all students who were dropped 
for low scholarship. who requested an opportunity to appeal to the 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies, were granted that opportunity. 
The appointment book indicates that 15 students availed them-
selves of this method of appeal. 
In most cases these students -- and their parents -- after 
discussion of the mathematical problems of raising their averages 
to the necessary minimum at the end of the year, decided to go to a 
community college or to take other similar steps but in those cases 
where they were anxious to remain, despite the mathematical odds 
against them, they were given this privilege to remain until the end 
of the year. 
The COMMENT February 
EDITORIAL BOARD FOR 
'73 YEARBOOK ELECTED 
A cluss election was held last 
Tuesday, F'ebruary 15, for the 
Editorial Board of the 1973 
Yearbook. Much appreciation is 
extended to all those junirs who 
participated. The results of this 
election were the following: 
Editor-In-Chief- Pamela Murphy; 
Assistant Editor-Ann Courtney; 
S('cl'etary- Sheila Francoeur: and 
Treasurer -Jeamle LeBlanc. 
This editorial board is now in the 
process of interviewing 
photographers for the yeurbook, 
and will post the final decision. 
Also, the idea of candid pictures for 
the yearbook as well as formal 
ones has beem mpted, so it is hoped 
that all jumrs will be thinking of a 
good canded picture to send into 
the staff. 
At the lat meeting, students 
signed up for their various sections 
of interest which included the 
following: Student Life, Faculty 
and Administration, 
Organizations, Sports, Literature, 
Photography, Senior Section, and 
Art Section. This turn-out 
however, was not uniform nor wa~ 
it abundant, especially in the 
Photography, Literature and Art 
Sections. It is hoped that many 
more juniors will think more 
seriously about signing up to be on 
the 1973 Yearbook Staff. 
The next meeting will he held 
Wednesday, March first, at 4:00" 
p.m. in the basement lounge of 
Pope Hall. At this meeting, juniors 
will be asked to think about ideas~ 
for the name of their yearbook, as 
well as a theme, and any 
suggestions they might have to 
help make their yearbook a better 
one. 
Your presence at this meeting 
will be an indication of your in-
terest. Those who are interested 
but cannot attend are asked to 
contact either Pamela or Ann at, 
Pope Hall or either Sheila or 
Jeanne at Woodward Hall. . ' 
'STRANGERS ON 
A TRAIN' 
AT SU AUD. 
March 1 
Aboard a train, Robert Walker 
strikes up a conversation with 
Farley Granger. When Granger 
reveals his desire for a which his 
wife refuse to grant, Walker 
suggests that he will kill Granger's 
wife if Granger kills Walker's 
hated father. Hitchcock plays this 
scene so low §y that you don't 
realize the imp ct of the bargain 
until Walker strangles Granger's 
wife. "Strangers On A Train" is a 
classic exercise in terror with a 
climatic fight on a moving me1'ry-
go-round that creates unbearable 
suspense. 
No director today has the 
personal magnetism of Alfred 
Hitcock. Audiences flock to 
Alexander Gabriel, noted 
diplomatic correspondent, lecturer 
and dean of the United Nations 
Press Corps will speak on "Min-
ding the World's Business", 
Tuesday February 29,1972 at 10:00 




February 24, 1972 
History Department Meeting 
3-5: 00 pm Green Room 
It IS Free 
theatres playing his pictures only 
because it is a "Hitchcock film." 
Contemporary filmmakers con- straightens hIS hall'; me red tip of a 
Unue to pay homage to his talent, murderer'S cigar glowing 
the most recent coming from ominously in a daOened apartment. 
French critic-turned director Also at the hart oyevery Hitchcock 
Francois Truffaut in his brilliant work is his h mol'- a rare un-
book "Hitchcock". Indeed, Hit- derstanding of character and 
chcock is the most interesting and situation that allows fol' the classic 
most accomplished of America's use of comic relief from the tension 
star directors. Few move. their and suspense. And, whenever 
cameras so daringly, frame their Hitchcock's story judgment 
action so expertly, or know so well matches his filmic talents, the 
the precise moment to cut from Hitchcock masterpieces which 
action to reaction. Few have this reflect a point in his career when 
flair for staging a scene to give it h" moved fl'om staged reality to 
the rare quality of reality caught te l' ality of life itself, sometimes 
by chance - a juror coughing in one more suspensful and frightening 





Mr. Gabriel is one of the be a commentary on President 
foremost commentators on world Nixon's visit to China 
affairs. He has covered the world Mr. Gabriel's' lecture 
assembly s~nce its bi~th a':ld has presented by the Student Unio~ 
spent consld~rable time 111 the Program Board as part of the 
company of dIplomats from every Student Unin Lecture Series is 
c?rn~r of the earth .. O~e of t~e free; tickets are available at 'the 
hIghlIghts of Mr. Gabnel s talk WIll S.U. Information Booth. 
Blue and Gold Banquet 
6: 00 pm Cafeteria 
Monday 
February 28, 1972 






Commi ttee Meeting . 
4: 00 Seminar Room 
Movie: "Strangers On A Train" 
7: 30 Auditorium 
Modern Dance rehearsal 3:00 Room U-2 Faculty Wives Association 
4-5' 00 pm Conference-reception 8: 00 pm Green Room 
l'o~m 1 English Majors Discussion Group 
4-6 Green Room. Thursday 
Faculty Association Pot 
Supper 
Luck Modern Dance Rehearsal March 3, 11972 
6-8 Conference-reception 2 
6:00 pm Ball Room Tuesday 
Afro-QAmerican Audition for "A February 29,' 1972 
Elementary Education 
2: 00 pm Conference 4 
BULLETIN BOAR Raisin in the Sun" 
7:00pm S.U. Auditorium 
Friday 
February 25, 1972 
Instructional Media Meeting 
10: 30 am Conference Room 4 
History Department Meeting 
3-5 Green Room 
Sophomore Class Mixer 
11: DO pm' Ball Room 
Saturday 
February 26. 1972 
Gabriel Lecture - "Minding the 
World's Business" 
10:00 am Auditorium or Ball Undergraduat Curriculum 
Room Committee Meeting will be held 
on March 1 it 4 P.M. in the Seminar 





$: 00 pm Seminar Room 
Boy Scout Meeting 
8:00pm 205 
Wednesday 
March 1. 1972 
There will be a meeting for all 
persons interested in participating 
III the new "English Thing, "Mon .. 
Feb 28 at 4 o'clock in the S.U. 
Green Room:..::.... ____ -'-
Thurs. Feb. 24 - The Modern 
Dance Club will meet to dance in 
the S.U. Conference Room #1, and 
on Mon. Feb. 28 will meet from 6 - 8 
P.M., also in the S.U. Conference 
Room Ill. 






I just T'eturned from this week's 
SGA council meeting. Specifically, 
this meeting was held to prove or 
disprove accusations levied 
against President Joel Weissman. 
These accusations were made at 
. an informal meeting, Thurs. Feb. 
10. In my opinion though, this 
meeting proved nothing. . 
My first point is that Mr. 
Weissman shou d have had no 
voting powers and yet when it 
came time to find Mr. Weissman 
guilty or not guilty on the first 
accusation, Joel was allowed a 
vote. It was my understandint that 
in a trial (as the defense stated this 
was).the defendant was not part of 
the jury. By allowing Mr. 
Weissman to cast a vote he was in 
essence a part of his own jury, 
Rightfully after much discussion, 
Joel relinquished his voting 
powers. Even so, that vote still 
stands as record. By the same 
token, the prosecutor, Tom 
Gilmartin should not have been 
part of the jrry, and should have 
relinquished his voting power. 
Secondly, the question came up 
twice, what does a two thirds 
majority constitute? At the 
beginning of procedures, while Mr. 
Weissman was able to bote, two 
thirds' of the voting membership 
was fourteen and by a procedural 
ruling the voting membership was 
the same as the standing mem-
bership. However, when Mr. 
Weissman gave up his bote the 
membership was reduced from 
twenty to nineteen and two thirds 
of nineteen is thirteen. Yet the 
chair ruled that it was fourteen. 
Unless all mathematical rules of 
division and taking averages has 
changed, I fail to see how this 
figure was arrived at. Of what 
significance is this though~ Two 
accusations, when voted upon, 
were defeated, thirteen in favor of 
the accusation (that is, guilty 
votes), and six against. Therefore, 
the ruling of the chair, in essence, 
pronounced Mr. Weissman not 
guilty. 
Thirdly, and most importantly, 
each of the charges alone, was 
justification for stripping Mr. 
Weissman of his presidential 
powers. Ifaxouncil member finds 
Mr. Weissman guilty of evena one 
charge, rightfully he should be 
found guilty in the final analysis. If 
this had been the case Mr. 
Weissman would not now hold his 
office. 
In analysis of the trial, the 
prosecution and defense (in most 
cases) were presented expertly. 
However, in Mr. Weissman's 
defense, I found contradictory 
statements, specifically, ones 
about the phone bill. Last week 
<Feb. 10) Mr. Weissman attested to 
the fact that he made phone calls of 
a personal nature, which were 
charged to SGA but this weed he 
denied ever making them. In fact, 
his brother, Mitchell Weissman, 
"confessed" to having made t.he 
calls, To me, it just didn't hold 
water. 
Bearing all of these facts in 
mind, I maintain that Mr. 
Weissman was indeed guilty of 
some of the charges. And, to 
reiterate, if his guilt is shown in but 
one case, rightfully he is not, in my 
opinion, fit to hold the office of SGA 
President. 
By writing this, I do not want to 
be misconstrued as saying that 
only Joel is at fault. This is far-
thest from the truth. However, to 
correct the existing situation, the 
most guilty party, or the one that 
has done the most damage, muxt 
be eliminated first of all. 
Analogously, I wouid much rather 
see a murderer (this is no 
reflection on Mr. Weissman) put in 
prison than a purse snatcher(this 
is no reflection on any of the 
council members.) 
The fact still remains that SGA 
cCouncil is in a very bad situation. 
How can the council be efficient 
and ultimately effictive if eleven 
out of twenty members have 
mistrust and lack of confidence in 
lheir President, as exemplified by 
the voting record. Before the ef-
ficiency and effectiveness can be 
returned to the Council, the reason 
for the misLrust must be removed. 
If I were in Mr. Weissman's place, 
I would surely resign by the sheer 
'McGovern For President' 
Meeting Held 
On Thur"l ... j, Febuary 17, a was held in the Student Unin 
meeting of the Committee to Elect Building. Ten students attended. 
Senator McGovern for President William Morse was elected co-
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Famolls U.S. Women Ski Team Diet 
During the non-snow off season 
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team 
members go on the "Ski Team" diet 
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. 
That's right -~ 20 pounds in 14 days! 
The hasis of the diet is chemical food 
action and wa~ devised by a famous 
Coloradn physician especially for the 
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is 
maintained (very important!) while 
reducing. You keep "fIl1l"- no 
starvation ~- because the diet is de-
signed that way! It's a diet that is 
easy to follow whether you work, 
travel or stay at home. 
ordinator. , 
The students decided to fulfill 
their desire for an honest, con-
sistent Hnd credible national 
leadership by actively working to 
elect Senator McGovern for 
President. It was decided to im-
mediHtely fQcus on the 
Massachusetts primary on April' 
25. They hope , as well as 
registering and committing fellow 
sludents, to canvass surrounding 
towns in co-operation with the local 
organiza lions. 
The next meeting will be hIed 
Tuesday, F'ebruary 29 at 10:00 in 
room 205 of the Student Union 
Building. All interested students 
are urged to attend. 
SUMMER JOBS 
This is, honestly. a fantastically 
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S. 
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-
mitted to use it! Right? So, give 
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Guys & Gals needed for summer 
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, employment at numerous loca-
proven way. Even if you've tried all dons throughout the nation in· 
the other diets, you owe it to your- eluding National Parks, Resort 
self to try the U.s. Women's Ski Areas, and Private Camps. For 
Team Diet. That is, if you reatly do free information send self.ad. 
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. dressed, STAMPED envelope to 
Order today. Tear this out as a Opportunity Research, Dept 
reminder. 
Send only $1.00 ($1.25 for Rush SJO, Century Bldg., POlson, MT 
Service) .~ cash is O.K. - to: Ski 59860. APPLICANTS MUST 
Team Diet, P.O. Box 15493, Dept. 1 .... A.PP .. l.Y .... EA .. R .. L.Y ......... ___ ..... 
ST, San Diego, Calif. 92115 
- •• • _11 ___ ~~ ....... _ •• __ ........... _ 1_ ....... 
by RANDY COBB 
fact that 1 care about my student 
government and would want to see 
that it was run more effectively. 
I'm sure that Mr. Weissman does 
care or he would not so 
vehemently pleaded his case. 
FINALLY, I've heard tald (idle 
or not, I'm not sure) of delegates 
resigning. At this time I can think 
of seVen that may entertain the 
thought. I ask you, what would it 
prove? Maybe that you could 
screw Joel in another fashion. As I 
see it. it would be ass out of spite 
and would have no real purpose 
involved. If a mass resignation of. 
Council members did occur, 
specifically one third or more, a 
quorum would never be reached 
and may ultimately result in the 
dissolution of SGA. If this were the 
case you wouldn't be screwing 
Joel, you would be screwing 
yourself and your fellow students .. 
If you do feel so strongly that you 
must dissolve your association 
with SGA Council then wouldn't it 
be rna much wiser choice to ap-
point a pro-tern for the remainder 
of your term? Then at least the 
Council could function. 
In conclusion, it has been my 
repeated observation of mistrllst , 
adamancy, lack of confidence 'and 
cooperation in Council meetings. 
These feelings must be replaced 
with trust, confidence, 
coopera tion, and open mindedness 
in order for SGA to begin to be 
effictive. 
I wish you the best 'of luck and 
success in this endeavor. 
IN AND 
AROUND 
the Comment is instituting a 
column designed to provide a 
vehicle for the various depart-
ments to forward any item or 
information of interest to the 
students. The column will be 
called In And Around and will 
appear with the cooperation of the 
department staff. 
The Elementary Education Dept. 
is holding: 
On Thursday, Feb. 24 a field trip to 
Old Sturbridge Village. Contact 
Mr. Thornell 
On Tuesday, at 4:00 in B32 the 
guest speaker on drug abuse Mr. 
Lawrence McKinney- president of 
the Creative Learning Group 
Publisher Author of Drug 
J1~ducation. Atune for El. Ed. 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday-
Educational Life in at Old Stur-
bridge Village. Contact Mr. 
Thornell 
A WEEKLY INFORMATION COLUMN BY LILIAl'i ...... ARNET 
AND JOHN FRANKLIN. 
The following are tbe questions we received before Tuesday. We 
hope we have been of service to you. ' 
Q. I would like to know the procedures concerning overnight car 
parking on campus. If I wish to keep my car on campus overnight, 
do I need a special sticker, special permission, or what? 
A. Dean Deep, chairman of Traffic Control says: Any student 
wishing to keep a car for one night on campus should see the 
campus police. They'll take the registration number and the car 
won't be tagged. 
Q. Is there anyway on incoming Freshman can live off campus by 
himself if he isn't ~1 and isn't married? . 
A. Dean Deep says that permission is granted inextenuaing 
circumstances or hardship. Presumably any individual. case 
should be cleared through the office of Student Personnel. ' 
Q. Who is in charge of appointing athletic coaches? 
A. A committee composed of members of the Physical Education 
staff judge the individual most suited for the position. They then 
submit their choice to the academic dean for final approval. 
Q. Why isn't there more parking facilities for residents on the-
campus? 
A. Parking space has always been limited on campus. Dean Deep 
reports that new parking facilities will be made in conjunction with 
the athletic fields construction. However, the parking facilities 
committee has not yet designated how these additional parking 
spaces are to be used. 
Place any question you may have about the college in the C.I.A. 
Box in the COMMENT office. 
Post Mardi Gras Celebration 
This year "Le Cercle );i'rancais" night.. There will be more zest, a 
is planning it's biennial but all new, new spark to it, a ypical French 
totally fantastic Post Mardi Gras atmosphere with candlelight, and a 
celebration on Friday, March 24, in FRENCH BUFFET featuring: 
the S.U. Cafeteria from 6 to mid-
Coq au VIn 
Boeuf Bourguignon R' Chicken cooked in wine 
Valenciennt avec IZ Beef Burgundy with rice 
Haricots verts amandine 
Pommes de terre au gratin 
Sslade a 1a vinaigrette francaise 
Sa lade gelatinee aux fruits 
'Petits pains ~t beurre 
Cafe au Jait, Ie' the 
Cerise Jubilee Flambee 
Plus a whole evening of en-
tertainment by the famous group 
"The Horse" or "Le Cheval" 
during intermission we will have' a 
Frenchsinger and guitarist along 
with other singing, dancing, the 
choosing of king and queen, giving 
out a prize for the best costume and 
lots more! You can't miss it! 
Tickets will be on sale at the 
S.U. ticket booth (S.U. lobby main 
Green string beans with almonds 
Delmonico potatoes 
Tossed salad with French dressing 
Gela tin and fruit salad 
Rolls and butter 
. Coffee, tea 
Cherry Jubilee 
floor) and in the French Club 
Office, 3rd floor, beginning the 
weekend of March 2nd. Tickets are 
$2.50 per person. 
Once again we urge all mem-
bet's of. the. college community 
along WIth frIends and relatives to 
enjoy a delightful. evening of 
French cuisine and entedainment. 
(P.S. - l)ress ma'y be either 
semi-formal or costume) Na tional Defense Student Loans a nd I~conomic Opportunities Grant 
(,hecks for second semester will be d~~~~ ~g~~~ ilie w~k~~=========~~~====~=======-~ 
March 6 -10. Appointments should COLLEGE STUDENT'S 
be made in the Financial Aid Office 
during the week of Beb 28 - March POETRY ANTHOLOGY 
. ;3. Student copies of the promissory . 









The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS 
Announces its 
SPRING COMPETITION 
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by college 
stUdents is APRIL 10 
ANY ST~D~NT attending either junior or senior college is eligible 
to submIt hiS verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. 
Shorter. w?rk~ are preferred by the Board of Judges, because of 
space ImutatIons. 
Each IJOCm must be TYPED or PRINTED on a sep~rate sheet, and 
mllst bear the NAME anti HOME ADDRESS of the stUdent. and the 
COLLEGE ADDRESS as well. 
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS 
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS 
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EDITORIAL 
interested in the quality of our 
environment. Recycling involves 
the crushing and melting of once-
used bottles and the making of new 
'. T~~'an~y is defined by Webster as "the unjust use of power or' ones; recycling should not be 
Lluthollty. We look upon the S.G.A. Council as a tyrannical confused with re-use (or refilling) ·.'~ov~rnm~nt". We point to several abuses of the S.G.A. Con- of bottles. There are three major 
slltutlOll. r:vo examples are the ignoring of the financial environmental factors involved in W'?~e(~~res l~ the case of the ~ociology Club and last Thursday's the production and consumption of 
l11.11. YV.e cannot accept the Idea that the 'Council's procedures glass bottles. First, the production 
were leglhmat.e even if they were agreed to by the principals in- of throw-aways clearly has 
volyed. We mIght be idealistic in this instance but we do not provoked problems of solid waste 
belIeve. that government can or should be that' arbitrary as to disposal. We are running out of 
follow Its pr?~ed~res only when it sees fit or institute procedures space to dump our solid wastes 
for one specIfIC Issue. which in the United States now 
. We ask theS.G.A. Council by whose consent th~y "govern" _ by average 2,000 pounds per person 
!hclr own orby that of the student body. If it is by their own then it yearly. Tied to this problem is the 
IS a "government" of tyranny. If it is by the consent of the ~tudent more superficial one of "littering". 
body, then once again we urge the S.G.A. Council to institute Second, the consumption of raw pr()~edures that will insure that the. student body has an input into materials needed to produce a 
tilelr "government." bottle, only to be used once and 
. We ask,in this vein, what happened to all of last year's cam- then discarded, is extremely 
pmgn promIses? S.G.A. reform in the form of a new constitution wasteful. Recognition is growing 
headed the list. To date the S.G.A. is still burdened with the that we live in a world of finite, not 
inadequacies of the old constitution. infinite, resources--Ieading to 
Since the S.G.A. Council has not responded to the needs of the advocation of recycling, par-
t d t b d f f ticualrly of our most limited 
s,u c~ 0 yas ar as re orm is concerned, we challenge the S.G.A. resources. These two factors, now 
CounCIl to extend its "Vvote of confidence" procedure to the 
student b~dy~ Only this time, instead of putting one head on the acknowledged by many people, are bloc~, we.ask for a ."vote of confidence" from the student body leading to drives in the United 
dealmg with the entIre S.G.A. Council. States to recycle rather than throw 
'----------------------------1 away beverage bottles. Unfortunatelv, a third factor of 
We would like to offer ou: the great importance is rarely 
opinion of the tragic events of thi::;, recognized. We have limited 
past Thursday night. It is trul) resources of energy-- witness the 
amazing that such chicanery realistic fear of electrical power 
sho ld be allowed to happen on a blackouts in the United States. It is 
college campus or anywhere else, folly to consume this precious 
There wel'e factions at this energy to crush, melt, and remake 
meeting. as there are in every glass bO,ttles after only one use. 
issue in life, but in this case the This is the insidious, unrecognized 
factions had decided their verdict factor. The average returnable 
before tlwy walked into the room, deposit bottle is used about twenty 
and most did not change after times before being broken or 
hearing evidence from both sides.. discarded. The glass industry is 
A thing like this should be beyond delighted to develop rationale and 
the favor for friendship Ie el, but muster widespread public support 
it was not. It is totally incredible for increasing its production 
that supposedly intelligent people twentyfold. 
could so ignore the blatant lies and The support given to glass 
evasions that lew across the floor companies by environmentalists 
We believe tha t the argument ~ only ~erves to delay a badly needed 
To all students or B.S.C. which held the most validity in the solutIOn to all three of the en-
It is my firm belief that the entire 7 hour session was that of vironmental problems. The 
S.G.A. meeting of Thursday, Tom Gilmartin's summation. It is clearest answer is to vigorously 
F~brua~y 17, ,197? was a frightening to realize that people's promote re-~~e (not recycling) by 
mISCarrIage of Justtce to the tongues become quite loose when it legally reqUIrmg that all beverage 
students of this college. As appears that they are just talking, bottles produced in the United 
everyone knows by ~ow the ex- but when it comes to committing States have a meaningful value in 
pulSIOn of Joel WeIssman was themselves or offering the market place, say 15 or 20 cents 
debated for seven hours at this documentation tey suddenly each. In addition, glass jars as 
, meeting. The council temporarily develop acase"of senelia dementia, well as bottles should be stan-
chaired by Ron Petrin, decided There was, after all the ac~ dardized, greatly reduCing the 
~hat our· S.G.A. President was cusations, an ample majority of number of shapes and sizes, to 
ill.nocent of all charges. ~f anyone the council against Mr. Weissman, facilitate reuse. Such regulations 
wls~e~ to know, the councIl voted a but because of Parliamentary would greatly reduce the present 
maJority of GUILTY on three of procedure which demands a 2/3 waste of glass and cut by 95 per-
the four charges, but this vote was m jority to pass an issue, he cent the consumption of raw 
not ~ccepted be~at.:se we did not slipped through on what may be materials and energy to make 
recel~e a 2/3 maJorIty, or 14 votes considered a technicality from a bottles. 
of the council. From what I practical standpoint. ..' It should also be pointed out that 
~athered from watching the people We cannot say that noe of the' the new glass-recycling procedure 
m the gallery, I state that they council members voted ob- does not really do much to alleviate 
were definitely upset when. a jectively, because we believe that problems associated with the first 
majority vote was ignored and some did, but of te on s who were . two environmental factors men-
(~verruled by the chair. This not strongly pro 0)' con from the tioned above. Without some 
tu~ther reiterates my point of a beginning, we would like to greater value attached to throw-
miscarriage of justice. The commend John Dixon especially on away bottles, the vast majority of 
charges that were brought against his impartiality. When he gave his people will simply continue to 
Mr. Weissman were: reasons for his votes, he did so w discard them. Of the 36, billion 
1. Dereliction of duty objectivity and forethought. glass containers produced in the 
2. Misrepresentation of issues to Because of the fact that the United States yearly Oas of 1969), 
and of council . . majority of the Student Govern- glass companies receive back on 
:l. Intimidation of S.G.A. ment voted no confidence in Joel, more than 2 or 3 percent for 
members we find it regrettable that he does recycling. According to the 
4. Misuse of council funds, not resign on his own. For president of the Glass Container 
with each of these charges COll- although the final verdict was not Manufacturers' Institute (a 
sisting of several points. I believe guilty, we believe that a great euphemism for the disposable 
the council mernbers were number of the student body who bot~le lobby, sponsored by all the 
negligent in not boying GUILTY were in the gallery, indeed found maJOl: glass manufacturers), even 
(NO CONFIDENC~~) for ex- him to be so. al lhelrbest "the collection centers 
pulsion, when. t.he council ha'd Sharon Britton will never get above 5 percent" 
previously voted a majority of Jane Crandall Gail Cameron (Bir~, 1970), But even at this 
CaJILTY on lhese charges. It is my Dear Sir: maXImum ra te, the collection 
firm belief that lhe council This letter is prompted by the would barely sustain the yearly 
IlWmbeni who voted CON- recent opening of a so called growth of new glass containers 
FJIJENCE in .Joel Weissman were recycling center in Braintree, which is increaSing at a rate of 5 
lIot listening to the vote of the Mass. by the Coca-Cola bottling percent annually. Further, the 
rnajol'ity on the charges and that company. I feel that these raw malerial (other than energy) 
they totally ignm'ed the reactions remarks should receive some used to make glass. Silicon and 
of the tOO 01' more people in the consideration by those who may be oxygen. the primary constituents 
gallery to these charges. I ask the fecI that the bottling company of glass, are the two most abundant 
c<lullcH nwmilers, who in the world actions are beneficial. elements in the earth's crust 
do they represent? It was per- Worthwhile action depaends accounting for 47 percent and 28 
rectly evident that an over- upon understanding the en- percent respectively of the crust't 
whelming amount of stud~nls in vironmental facts and proceeding weight. 
lhe gallery wal1t~? Joe! vyel~sman wisely. Certain groups, which for The glass recycling drive is an 
pxpel\ed from offIce. flus IS also' years have shielded their excellent example of Lord Acton's 
the desire of a considerable <{espoilation of air, water, land, dictum that "Small reforms are 
amount of students. . and life, are now trying to (he enemy of great reforms." By 
I hel'{lby ask, as a member of the capitalize un the increasing public enlisting the aid 0 citizens ob-
~.U .A., t~.lHl .Joel Wei~snwn r~~i.gn inte~est in enyironment to justify sell.rcd tht' needed hasic reform. 
lrom office due to the maJonty eontmued envIronmental damage. wll1ch is to greatly reduce 
voLt' of GUILTY ~m. the ('harges, Industries, espel'ially. are using production and th(" waste of 
and also nn the maJority vote of NO public relations image-builders to t'lH'I'gy. (Dt·twylcl') 
C()N~"IDENCf£. on his t~bility to constl'Uct facades of I'ighteousness- This discussion is aimed at 
fundlOll us S.(;A. PI'l'sld.ent. I let the eoncerncd dtizens beware! presentalion of the real en-
also ask any studeril wly) wlshes ~o . Hecycling of limited resources vil'onmcntal correlates, as related 
req~l<.'st . of .Joel WeIssman lu,s IS a concept which should generally to glass bottles. I urge a11 who feel 
reslg~JallOn to come to the coutlcll be put mto practice. breaking that they are in someway con-
Illt'{'tltlg Thul'~da~. I"ebruary. 2~1, man's. pervasive habit of tribuling to a better environment 
1;72 unci i,!Rk, ,tor, It, ,!);CUUSC !t 15 pro(]ucllUn!consumption/disuse. by niQing the .bottling companies in 
'\ (>.U!{ HICrHl AS A SI UDEN1 OF IIowev('r, the current Hppeal to these I'ecychng drives to recon-
ItS,.,r, . . I'ecyclp ':no-return" glass bottles is sider their action in light of the 
Smce!'(~ly, . un envIronmental sham which above remarks. 
I?enl11s M.ulhnsol1. unfortunately is being furthered by Sincerely, 
Second Vice PreSIdent the flass incustr and I John C. Jaho 
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FORUM 
Jim Hickey 
Joel is a person of action, he has 
proven that, unfortunately the SGA 
as a whole has been negligent of its 
duty to confine its members oto 
official council policy. It seems to 
me that it is the council's fault that 
this unnecessary affair has arisen; 
had they followed their own rules 
Alter some 300 years the Salem and a little common sense I doubt if 
Witch trials have been reopened. it would have, The problem now 
This occurred when the S.G.A. seems to be: what can be done 
delegates decided to go to trial last about it or can anything be donw? 
Thursday night. From the very If it can be done it will be done if 
beginning I personally was not able and only if people will drop· their· 
to determine whether the council petty personality grievances and 
was trying the man, the issues or start to work within the rules. 
the morality of the issues. At the meeting it came out that 
The entire Council, with the some members'of the Council are 
exce~tion of four 0:: five members, apparently using, for personal use, 
went mto the meetmg knowing full. materials designated for official 
well how they would vote. It ap- AGA use only. Will these things be 
pea~ed that members of both brought out publicly as was done 
fa~tlOns refused to listen to the with questions concerning Joel? 
eVidence produced .. An example of Doubtful now that this trial is over 
the ridi~~lousr:ess of the affair is maybe the whole thing will be 
exemplIfIed In the matter of dropped. It is probably for the best 
verd.ict. Forty-five minutes of though. It would be useless to keep 
the "trial" was spent deciding throwing mud and making 
whether a verdict of "uh, , .well, acqusations. If the council is 
maybee ~uilty?" was in order. seriously appalleg at these 
The preSIdent, whether right or problems that have been brought 
wrong, was in effect guilty before out they can try and strengthen 
he entered ~he room. According to their system from within. It is no 
procedure It would have taken a one individual's fault it is the 
two thirds vote to prove guilt and a I strongly urge the ~embers of 
two thirds vote to prove innicence. SGA and members of the student 
The burden of proof lay with the body to forget what has happened 
defense just as much as it did with (if possible) and rebuild. If such a 
th~ prosecution. If I am not thing is not possible then let's 
mIstaken the commonly accepted either accept the situation as it has 
theory in American and most other been or give the checkbooks back 
courts is "innocent until proven to Boyden. 
guilty." But not in Gridgewater, 
not at least until close to an hour of 
debate finally rectified this. 
On the whole it was a rather 
humorous thing; it was amazing to 
see so little truth come out in such 
a long period of time (7 hours.) 
One of the saving graces was that 
some of the people were at least 
honest wigh themselves and tried 
to do wha t they believed to be 
right. Members of the prosecution 
and defense both believe them-
selves to be right. I don't believe 
tha t the ecidence in many of the 
cases were adequate to even 
speculate on what happened, but 
the point is that the whole thing 
was shady; secret meetings of 
council members,· slander and 
well, you name it and it was there. 
No leader, in a supposedly 
representative form of govern-
ment, no matter how qualified, 
concerned, or conscientious, 
should be allowed to arise to a 
position where he is unchecked and 
virtually undirected, . It seems to 
me (and to some members os the 
SGA Council) that the SGA has sat 
back on their haunches and 
apowed and by virtue oftheir long 
sIlence acknowledged this system. 
CURRICULUM 
L'tlEETING 
February 17, 1972 
S. G. A. 
Dear Mr;.Weissman: 
On March 1, 1972, the Un-
dergraduate Curriculum Com-
mittee will hold an open meeting on 
the minor at Bridgewater. 
This committee. is interested in 
getting all viewpoints on what 
should constitute a minor 0, e. how 
many semester hours credit> as 
well' as whether ... Bridgewater 
should continue minor programs. 
Any person wishing to attend the 
meeting mayor may have their 
ideas presented by writing a leiter 
to the chairman of this committee. 
I would appreciate it if· this in-' 
formation was distributed to the 
students. 
Thank vou for your consider:ation. 
Sincere'!)" . 
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Henry Santos performs a Scarlatti Sonata for Thursday evening's 
program. 
David Rinald, Robert Caldwell and Ann Darche (left to right) "get 
it together" with Handel's "Rejoice Greatly" 
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Evening Of The Arts 
Smash Success 
On Thursday, February 17, the 
Maxwell Library, in conjunction 
with the Music Department, 
presented an outstanding 
"Evening Of The Arts." The 
program was the work of a very 
talented group of Bridgewater 
State College artists. 
A concert opened the evening 
featuring Ann Darche, soprano; 
Robert Caldwell, pianist; David H. 
Rinald;baritone; and Henry 
Santos, pianist. 
Miss Darche, already a veteran 
performer, having sung with the 
New England Conservatory 
Chorus and Orchestra, Brockton 
Festival Chorus, Perkins School 
for the Blind Chorus, and the 
. Arlington Philharmonic, was 
,mpressive. Her selections con-
sisted of several Italian arias by 
Pergolesi, Scarlatti, Paisiello and 
Mozart and three pieces composed 
by George Frederick Handel. 
Outstanding in her repetoire was 
her skillful rendition of Zeffiretti 
Lusinghieri by Mozart. Her talent 
was most evident in this piece 
through her excellent control, 
phrasing, clarity and beautiful 
shading. One weakness noted. was 
an overly obvious breathing 
technique, however this factor did 
not seriously detract from her 
performance. 
Ann Darche performed the 
pieces by Handel along with Mr. 
Rinald and Bob Caldwell alter-
nately accompanying. This 
segment of the program was a 
revival of the true Baroque 
tradition (i.e. only 50% of the notes 
performed were written by Han-
de1>. As Mr. Rinald observed,it 
appeared to be a case of who could 
"puUnthe most ornaments." It 
was hard to determine who was 
enjoying it more- the performers 
or the audience, judgin by the 
enthusiasm exhibited over well as performing in Europe, 
thecascade of ornaments. \ throughout the United States, in 
Professor Rinald, also having a concert halls and on television. 
liberal backround of professional One special touch to the 
experience as a soloist and choral evening concert was handcrafted 
director, in 'addition to ac- harpsichord built by Dr. James R. 
companying Miss Darche, per- Scroggs, Associate Professor of 
formed three baritone solos Psychology. The harpsichord, 
composed by John Dowland. worked in French Provincial white 
"Come again, sweet love" the and gold, was an example of 
highlight of the trio, was outstanding workmanship, 
distinguished by the clarity of prompting one of the pianists to 
sound and pronunciation, and the observe, "that's one of the finest 
skillful handling of phrasing and sounding instruments I've heard in 
shading. a long time.'" i; 
Well known accompaniest and The coriceI:t was followed by 
excellent musician, Robert refreshments on the third floor of 
Caldwell, has been making quite a the Maxwell Library where an art 
name for himself. A BSC math exhibit featuring Llewellyn 
major, Bob has contributed an Kramme Rinald was opened. Six 
unbelievable amount of time to large oils and a group of 24 
accompanying for the Drama Club drawings depicting Visionary 
productions and the Chorale figures and a variety of Mexican 
Society. He has been indispensable and New England scenes were on 
Lo most of the music endeavors display and appeared to be very 
attempted at the college. His wen received. Mrs. Rinald's style 
considerable talent was evidenced (to this uncultured eye) is vibrant 
at Thursday night's program, and colorful, ranging from ex-
when he performed a Prelude and tremely detailed pieces of life and 
Fugue in C Minor by Bach on the local color, to a unique softly 
harpsichord. rounded abstract form. 
Mr. Henry Santos was up to his Mrs. Rinald has had several solo 
usual excellence as he delivered exhibitions and a joint exhibition in 
two sonatas composed by New Jersey and Pennsylvania. She 
Domenico Scarlatti. The Sonata in also received the Prix de Paris 
D Minor was an ecstati~a]]y Award in 1969 resulting in two of 
colorful interweaving of notes, her paintings being displayed in 
reminiscent of the vibrantly in- Paris, France. 
tense Flaminco dances. His Approximately 200 people were 
second piece, the Sonata in C# present to enjoy the program. Not 
Minor was more medeival soun- only was the talent abundant, but . 
,ding, featuring a pattern of melody the lecture hall proved to be ex-
and counter-melody, ornamented cellent, in it's intimate· at-
by thrilling scales and trills. mosphere, and it's superior 
Mr. Santos has been a finalist in acoustics. The "Evening of the 
the Gottschalk Competition for. Arts" was truly. a .d~ljghtful 
Pianists, and was chosen to per- production, which HOPEFULLY 
form the winning composition with WILL BE REPEATED AGAIN 
the Chilean Symphony Orchestra SOON.. . 
in Santiago, Chile last summer, as 
What '8 Happening In Town and Out 
jw eekend Specials I 
Jazz Workshop 733 Boylston Street, 
Boston. 267-1300 Feb. 21 through 
'n. Elvin Jones 
Lennie's On the Turnpike. Route 1, 
Danvers. 1-744-1466. Feb. 22, 
Mickey Newbury. Feb. 28; "Jazz 
& Supper" with Gary Burton. 
Dance Marathon starts Friday 
night, March 10th and continues 
through Midnight- live, continuou~ 
entertainment at South AcademIC 
Auditorium. Curry College in 
Milton. Registra !ion 8 p.m. 
Danceing starts at 9p.m. College 
LD. required after 6pm. Forad-
ditional information call 523-6000 
[ CoffeehousesJ 
Saturday's from 9 to 12:30. Folk, 
folk rock, poetry, flicks and 
refreshments. 
The Grog House 13 Middle St., 
Newburyport 465-8008. Open daily 
from 11:30a.m. until 1a.m. Folk, 
blues, jazz. Tuesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday. 
Passism Coffeehouse 47 Palmer 
St., Harvard Sq., Cambridge 492-
7679 Tues., Hudson Valley Boys 
'rhurs- Sa t., Loudon Wai nwright III 
Rock Music Concert Sotweed,· Westgate Mall, Cinema III 
Mainspring, Softwood. Cohen Matinees Daily, 1 :00-3 :OOp.m. 
Auditorium, Tufts University. . "Black Beauty" 
Sat, Feb. 26, Sp.m. Admission Cinema I, "Hospital" with George 
50¢. Sponsored by WMFO-FM C. Scott. 
1:30,3:45, 5:40, 7:40, 9:45. 
Kenny Rogers and the }i'irs t Cinema II, "Straw Dogs" with 
Edition Symphony Hall, Sun, Feb. Dustin ·Hoffman. 
20. 7p.m. Tickets $3.50-$5.50 at the 1:00,3:05,5:10,7:20,9:35. 
box office, Sounds cope, Cinema III "Dirty Harry" with 
Minuteman. Clint Eastwood. 
5:15, 7:45, 9:35. 
Pall's Mall 733 Boylston St., Boston 
267-1300 Feb. 21-27 Ramsey Lewis. Chameleon Coffee House, & Jean McIntosh 
Jazz Celebrations Worlds. Sun, Cineam IV, liThe French Con-
Feb. 20, 6 p.m. Old West Church, nection" up for 8 academy 
131 Cambridge St., Boston. 227- nominations. Stonehedge 4 s. Main St., Ipswich 
3.56-2781. Feb. 24-26 John Lee 
Hooker and Cricket Hill. 
Sugar Shack 110 Boylston St., 
Boston. 426-0086 Feb. 21-27 Junior 
Walker 
Bridgewater State College. Dotty 
Lane, Dave McCoomb; Cockroach 
Acoustic Band. 
The Gate Seventh Day Adventists 
Temple. Peterboro and Jersey 
Sts., near Kenmore Square 536-5022 
For Lent at the 
Catholic Cente~ 
Eucharistic CelebratIon: 
Monday thru Friday 12 noon 
T d and Thursday: 10: 00 am 
ues day. 4.30 pm Sunday: 11: 00 am Satur ay.· . 
Confessions: 
M d after the noon Liturgy on 8y . L· 
Thursdays after the 10: 00 am lturgy 
Prayer Service: 
We.dnesdays at 7: 00 pm 
• • • • •• • ••• • 
Rainbow Trout Teahouse 353 
Broadway, Cambridge. 876-7791 
Every Sat., at 8 Free. Blues, 
bluegrass, folk, jazz, poetry and 
storytelling. All musicians 
welcomed. 
I Concerts I 
SOB8. Donation. Weekly concert 1:00,3:05,5:10,7:10,9:15. 
series, featuring local jazz talent. 
Feb 27: J.R. Mitchell Moliere's "A School For Wives" 
March 1 through' April 1 performed 
~ by the TrinitY,S,quare Repertory 
 Company ..... 
Braintree Cinema I and II 
"Diamonds are Forever" with 
I Cabarets I 
Don McLean. Symphony Hall, Sean Connery. 
Sun, Feb, 20, 2p.m .. Tickets $3.75- l::JO, 4:25, 7:05, 9:30. 
The Fondue Pot :307 Harvard St., 
$5.75 at the box office, Soundscope, "Song of the South" by 
Minutemn. 266-1492. Disney 
Walt 
Brookline 566-4229. Daily 11 :30-
2a.m. Fondue 6-2a.m. Frl. - Sun: 
Glen Calkins 
~r::I:3=~1:I:I1:It 11:00, 12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00. 
~ Lucifer' Kenmore Club, Kenmore 
Instru ment ? 
~ 
Here's your chance to join the 
BSC Brass Ensemble: MU1l5 
offers you the opporunity to play 
Renaissance and Baroque music 
for one credit pel' semester. 
Rehearsals are from 12 noon to 1 P. 
M. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays in the band room (UG4). 
For further information please 
Skyview Drive In. Square. 536-1950 Nightly 7:30-
"Teenage Psycho Meete Bloody 2a.m.. Feb. 21-27 Bobby Rydell 
Mary" 
"Blood Creature" The Garage 969 Commonwealth 
"Mad Doctor of Blood Island" Ave., Boston 542-1550. Tuesday 
Shown first at &:oop.m. music by Sundance. 
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AUDITIONS FOR 
A Raisin in the Sun 
Sponsored by the Organization of 
Afro-American Students 





by William A. Siever 
You're a cigrette-smoking 
female student with no religious 
preference; you turn in term 
papers late, work a part-time job, 
and decided to enroll in your 
particular college because a 
placement service suggested it. 
You are more likely to drop out 
than a non-smoking male student 
who professes to be Lutheran, 
receives most of his financial 
support from his parents or from 
scholarships, and has earned a 
varsity letter in a high school 
:.;port. 
nat~ towel' TIHln Generally 
B(·licved 
Those are among the findings 
of a new study by Alexander W. 
Aslin, direclor of lhe Office of 
Research for the American Council 
on Education. 
Overall, national drop-out 
rates appear to be somewhat lower 
than has been suggested, Mr. 
Astin's report says. 
By the most severe measures 
of persistence-- com~le~ing a 
baccalaun~ate degree wIthm four 
year:.;-- slightly more than half (53 
per cent) of all studenLo;;. ente~i.ng 
four-year colleges and UniVerSItIes 
can be classified as dt'op-outs. 
If one includes students sUlI 
enrolled for work toward a degree 
at Uwir first institution after four 
years, the drop out mte is only 41.5 
ppr eent. 
Even among those drop-outs, 
mol'{' than haH requested that 
transcripts he sent to other in-
stituliom; .. so , the study concludes, 
it is "safl' to assume some . . . 
would soon ohtain the d(~gn~('.'" 
Mr. Aslin says the drop-out 
figuJ'('s for fout'-yf'<u' collt'gt!s are 
lower thall 11<Is l'I'lm l'oported in 
pasl studj(·s and IOWl't't than is 
('Otl\IIHlllly heliev(ld. 
IliHh('1' at :!- \' NU' ('oll('g('s 
I )I'IlIHlUt raIl'S at. tWOYl'lU' 
COlll'SfPS at't' sOI1H'what tllgtWl' than 
ill f<;U/' veal' institutions. The 
!'l'pol'l says that (iUi 1>('1' 1,~('Ht of the 
('Iltpring studPllts !Il the tW{):yt'al' 
('oll,'gps studied dId not {'{'('Ive a 
(kgI'N'. 
Allhough higher drop-flltt I'at('s 
at two-yea I' collegt's are 
"tH'irnarify llttrihut~lbl(; to the 
lowp!' \('v('\ of motIvation and 
poorel' aca<ipmic t>I'pparation of 
sl udents I'nh'ring t \wst' colleges, 
the rl'l entinll ra h's of Ill{' Iwoyeur 
l'olh'I!PS are still snme\:.hal low~!r 
than would \)(' {'xp,·eh'd. Mr Asttn 
SaV!·L 
. Iksi(\('s till' raetm' of the two-
ypal' l'ollt'gl' venms till' ~'ou['-Y(,(~l 
('ollt'gP t he principal IH'pciwtol's of 
1)(,I':;islC'JlCP in I'olll'~~l' art· the 
student's grades in high school and 
scores on tests of academic ability, 
the report says. 
Predictors of Persistence Found 
Other important predictors of 
persistence (in decreasing order of 
importance) include being a non-
smoker and a man, not being 
employed during the academic 
year, having high degree 
aspirations at the time of college 
entrance, showing a religious 
prefernce, and financing one's 
college education chiefly through 
aid from parents, scholarships, or 
personal savings. 
Among the predictors of lack 
of oesistence or dropping-out are 
(in decreasing order of im-
portance) plans to marry while in 
college, holding a job during the 
academic year, smoking 
cigarettes, being female, turning 
in a paper or theme late, and 
having no religious prfernce. \ 
In addition, a student who has 
em'ned a varsity letter in high 
school is more likely to persist, 
while a business major has a 
tendency not to persist. 
College Selection A Factor 
A student enrolled at a college 
suggested by parents or other 
relatives is more likely to persist 
than a student at a college 
suggested by a p]acement service. 
Mr. Astin says that students 
often persist in a college suggested 
hy relatives so as not to disappoint 
I hem. They drop·oul of institutions 
n'comnH'llded by a plaeement 
sel'vice prohahly becau:.;c of the 
"(vpes of colleges typically 
J'('('0I1111wlH!ed by sueh ~:el'vi<:es, to 
thos(' lhal dl'C "relatively un-
s('I('divt'," lIP says. 
Black students havp somewhat 
10w('1' rates of ppl'sisll'nee than 
lloll-hlaeks, although the dif-
fen'llct's were somewhat greater 
HI the two-yrHI' eolleg(ls than at the 
four-year institutions, the ['eport 
savs-
[lowt'vt'I', differences between 
hlack ami non-black stud('nts--
wh('11 mlltchNI as to H('ad('mic 
:lbilit v- <In' smallt'l' than dif-
f('J'(,I1('('S ht'tW{'{'1l llH'1I aud WOlt1t'll. 
Men and women differ in their 
drop-Dul paltpl'r1s in thnt women 
are slightlv 1110re likl'ly than men 
10 ohtilin' a c\f'gl'ee within foul' 
ypars aftpl' entering eoilege. 
IJowevl'l', in the period covered hy 
tht· n·pOI·1. lllore men ultimately 
I'!'c('ived a degrN'. 
Mr. Astin's report is hmied on 
data from stucipnts at 217 two-year 
t'ollegl's and four-yeur colleges and 
universitie:.; over a (OUI' year period 
heginning in l\)(ifi. 
So Short~ Arpa Pregnaney (~ounseling 
l'rof('ssional eo.ul1seling for those 
se(~king Al .. 'fERN ATIVES to ahortion 
No Ftloe No ()hligatioll 587 -0876 




True CCmr:~1O[~Uaugii'"iir~ii1~ here free love means 1 always thtjre not important but only the 
The Family" and have gotten so have to say I'm sorry. relevancy of the i'5sues. We feel 
used to growing up with Lucy on TV But what's so relevant about guilty if we're not doing what's rigt, -
that I just can't cut the cord, I run l'elevancJ: anyway? . . and we feel wrong if we're not 
the watl:!r while I brush my teeth. I A whIle ago, I VISIted the feeling the guilt. 
use Tide. And two ply toilet paper. University of \yisconsin campus at There are things, little and big, 
Blue. With those little fleurs de lis Gl'een Bay-- a college totally that can be enjoyed. For their own 
on them. Because they match the devoted to the study of eCology. sake. And for no other reason. Too 
motif of my bathroom. There one student yold !lle, "~t's often the Relevance Regalia 
I enjoy blazing fires in my okey, but you feel guilty domg focuses only on what's not there 
fireplace. The last movie I saw was anything that's not relevant." I· rather than 'on what exists. 
"Lady and the Tramp", which thought the remark was ridiculous, For some people, perhaps, . the 
exploits women. My bottlesar:e After a day there, I found myself patterns of fog and smog formed 
nonreturnable and I don't separate checki,!1g the soap in the schoollav from a dingy smoke stack might be 
my garbage. which I burn in my soap dIshes to make surethey were' aesthetically pleasing. That doesn't 
blazing fireplace. . lIsing the~ight Kind. . . justify the poHuting smog, but it 
I just can't help it. I'm a failure So what IS relev~mt? BIcyclIng? sreates a new and positive view 
at relevance. . Good for .the env!ronmenL cu~s point where even the ugliness of 
There are, however, some things ~own .on a~r poll~tlOn. But I don t pollution can have its own beauty. 
about which I am relevant. I don't lIke blcyc~mg. It ~ not good for my Truthfully, I haven't resolved my 
have a snowmobile or a sable coat. psychologIcal envlr~nment. own guilt feelings about being 
But that's abQut it. I read the wrong And what s meanmgful? It's the irreveIant. True Confession: In 
Ihings (Nash, not Yevtushenko). he~-day of the a,cademic radical my city, The Lucy Show is on at the 
eat the wtong things meat, not chtc were everythmg must have a same time as the Evening News. So 
brown rice), I enjoy the wrong profound Meaning; where anything J sit near the color television 
thea tel' (Neil Simon, not Albee), more than a pair of jean? and a receiving radiation, and constantly 
So what can I do? I am a prodect stereo borders on the hne of recycling the channels back and 
of an educational system and a decadtnce; where back to earth forth from one show to another. 
biodegradable environment that means back-to-dearth. Last night Lucy talked about the 
makes me feel I have to take the Ecology, ac sm, women's Viet Nam casualties while Walter 
pleasure out of pleasure, the en- liberation, war and the rest of the Cronkite put on a Charlie Chaplin 
joyment out of enjoying. The list are all important issues. Too costume and danced at the PTA_ 
product of a guilt-ridden culture often, it seems that it's the issues 111eeting. It all evens out. 
THE PROBLEM 
BY BILL COSBY. WITH MAN 
(Writing his second article for way than feel is very difficult, but I course, It WIll not stop all bigots 
the 1971-1972 Campus Colloquy also find it very rewarding in tJ:a. I from doing "their thing" but it 
series, Bill Cosby this time reveals treat each and every _ individual certainly will punish people who 
his more serious side. The winner according to what hp soumd!.!like, commit this crime as I believe it is a 
of three Emmy Awards for his and what his response is to m~ ar·d crime. If societv catches a man 
performance in NBC-TV's "I Spy", what my response is to him. who has raped soineone, he goes to 
and the recipient of five Grammy When we get down to the basics jail. I think the same should happen 
Awards for the Best Comedy and say that man is basically an to people who mistreat individuals 
Album, he was given the NAACP's animal and must compete in the or certain groups because of their 
Image Award for 1969-1970. The' struggle for survival. that this religion, their race, or their color. 
versatile Bill Cosby will soon make competitive thing does exist bet- Ihave met some fantastic and 
his moion picture debut in a ween man or breadwinners, it beautiful human beings in my life --
powerful dl'amatic role in the makes it easier to look at the color some white, some brown, some 
,Jemmin, Inc, production, "Man and of one's skin, hair, eyes, speech and black. some yellow. Ihave also met 
BGY,") say he is different, so that he may some fantastically awful human 
I believe that man's biggest be systematically eliminated.' beings in my life -- some black, 
problem in the whole world is man These devices were created SQ that some white, some yellow and some 
himself. Acceptance, respect and it would be easier ... think of all the green. I have met some fantastic 
dignity should be given to each people who could have made Catholics. some fantastic ews and 
individual without question and brilliant contributinns to the world some fantastic Protestants. I have 
given freely without regard for who were s.ystema tically also met some fantastically awful 
race, creed or color, I sincerely eliminated because of hjs color, hisC'atholics, awful Jews' awfui 
believe that if we wanted to we crude speech. or his rdigious belief. Protestants -- what I am trying to 
could always respect th ohe7 say is simply that honesty, 
human being. I sincerely believe Many bigots or prejudiced peoplp. chill'actel', dignity. and how much 
that if we arc going to be whole feel that YOlo cannot legislate one respects the other individual 
human beings and judge other against prejl' .lice and bigotry. I say are the true measurements to be 
individuals, that the judgments we it should h':lppen. There should be llSI'O in judging an individual, and 
make should be based on one's laws plaf'.~ all over this country and anything else is as terribly 
hom'stv, chal'acter, and how much all ()ve~ the world that clearly state l'idiculous as it is unfair. 
h.' l'('sl)ects the otll(~r human b(·illg. they will be: punished if they 
I am tt'ying to livf' my own !iff' in a mis' •• '(·ut ()Ul~'/: human beings, Of 
CHEAPER BY 
THE DOZEN 
This little . list is for all of you 
girls on the dormitory waiting list. 
Yor're holding your brea th, 
anxiously awaiting the day when 
the phone will ring, and the fog.gy 
voice <tl the other end says, "MISS 
Smith? You've been assigned a 
room at Woodward Hall!" Great, 
right!?! Well, being a veteran of 
Wood, with a mother-hen complex, 
I'd like to prepare you for a few, 
minor discrepencies. (The OJ1('~S not 
nWlltioned in the Women's Dor-
mitorv Handbook.) Brace vourself. 
Jh'n"s a dozen dnozies VOli'llleam 
to grin and b{'nr: . 
1. Using wax toilet paper. (on-1i~ 
om'!) 
2. .Jumping out of the shower, to 
avoid scalding your armpits, every 
time someone flushes the toilet. 
:1. Using the fire escape for other 
than "(~Ilwl'gency" purposes and/or 
waLehing a pail' of legs go by at 3 
a.m. 
4. Counting the mice in the kitchen 
and laking bets on whether there 
are more of them than Jast year's 
cockroaches. . 
:1. Crawling in your window at 4: 15 
n.m .. trying to look inconspicuous. 
H. Having the coke machine eat 
yOlll' quarter for the :U14th time, and 
watching the girl behind you get it 
in the coin-return. 
7. Cleaning pigeon-dung off of your 
windowsill, and if your desk is 
under the window, off of your desk 
blotter. 
S. Biting your nails. wondering 
which freaky floa ter you get this 
quarter. 
n. Listening to the coo-cooing of 100 
horny pigeons one morning, and 
finding an egg in your windowsill 
the next. 
10. Living in a room condemned by 
the American Red Cross as 
uninhabitable for more than two,. 
with three roommates. 
It. Swallowing your lit cigarette 
when the housemother suddenly 
walks by. 
12. Learning to cope with Thursday 
night mad orgies ( e.g. having your 
roommates stand guard while you 
shower, 01' noticing that the pair of 
feet in the toilet stll next to you are 
pointing the wrong way . ) 






Los Angeles (CPS) In a report 
released recently by the Bank of 
America, solid waste from large 
cities wal:i cited as being 37% to 60% 
paper. And. says the report. in-
creased recycling of that waste 
would rut the solid waste explosion 
by as much as 2500. 
The five month long study also 
concludes that more industries are 
taking an interest in recycling. The 
present recycling level was put at 
200'(). The report cites a National 
Academy of Sciences rec-
comendation that the nation nhould 
be recycling 35 percent of its annual 
paper consumption by 1985. 
The report. however, concluded 
that few trees would be spared 
immediat€1y as a result of in-
cl'eased recycling because most 
pa per is made of trees grown 
specifically for pulp and sawmill 
byproduc ts . 
The paper industry reported a 
$21 billion in net sales in 1970. 
, 1 




Bridgewater, Mass.- The 
Br~dgewater Stale .College varsity 
s':VUll tea!TI won Its' eighth and 
n1l1th stralght dual meets this past 
weekend on their two-day trip to 
Maine. On Friday night the Bears 
clai!ned their first victory over 
agamst Hussen College by a score 
of 67-44. On Saturday, the Bears 
beat Colby College in the most 
eY;:iting meet of the season, edging 
out the Mules by a score of 60-53. 
In the Hussen meet" the Bears 
were paced by Barry Parenteau 
w 110 set a varsity record of 2: 00.4 in 
the 200 yard freestyle; . Bruce 
MoreH . who set a new varsity 
record m the 200 yard individual 
medley, 2:15.7; and Mel Crotty 
who set a new varsity record of 
2: 23.55 in the 200 yard butterfly. 
The Bears also established Hussen 
College pool records in five events: 
the 400 yard medley relay, the 1000 
yard freestyle, the 200 yard but-
terfly, the 100 yard freestyle and 
the 200 yard backstroke. 
On Saturday, the Bears had to 
scramble to get enough points to 
win before the finaJ relay, and 
gambled successfully. The Bears 
captured seven of thirteen first 
places. Divers Dan Beauregard 
and Ron Bartlett combined to 
s~ore thirteen points in the two 
diving events, which gave the 
B.ears the margin they needed for 
VIctory. 
The Bears will host local rival 
Southeaslern Mass. University this 
Friday afternoon at 3:00 p.m. 'and 
will, close out their dual meet 
. season .on Saturday when they 
travel to Boston to challenge the 
Huskies from Northeastern 
University. 
The Bears will travel to 
Springfield College next weekend 
to compete in the New England 
Intercollegiate Swimming 
Championship, and on Saturday, 
'March 11. ' 
Bridgewater State College will 
host the first National Association 
os Intercollegiate Athletics 
(N.A.T.A.l Distr.ict 32 Swimming 
and Diving Championships. 




Before a very enthusiastic crowd 
at Kelly Gym, the Bridgewater 
State College Women's Basketball 
team bowed to a very aggressive 
Worcester State squad by a 46-44 
score. It was Bridgewater's first 
loss of the season and un-
fortunately it had to be W~}fcester 
who also ruined the Women's Field 
:-lockey winning streak by 
defeating them at the State tour-
nament. 
Bridgewater got off to a shakey 
start the first pedod by only 
scoring 6 points compared to 
WSC's 1:3. Both teams were strong 
on defense but BSC just wasn't 
hitting as they usually·do. 
The second quarter proved to be 
more of a contest as both teams 
gained 14 points. Ann McGowan 
proved to be a spark for Lhe 
hometeam as she sunk 2 and 
played solidly at defense. 
However, BSC still trailed by 7 at 
the half 27-20. 
Bridgewater seemed aimed for a 
victory in the third quarter as they 
chalked up 13 points and held 
Worcester to only 4 points. Karen 
McDonald contributed 5 points to 
the cause while other members 
added the other tallies. BSC led at 
the end of the quarter 33-:H. 
While BSC kept an even pace 
by scoring 11 points in the final 
quarter, WSC pulled ahead with 15 
points. Bridgewater came very 
close to tying WSC, but time ran 
out on the home team and they 








Junior, Joe Wise, who has been 
a stand out performer for 
Bridgewater all season is now the 
holder of five basketballl'ecords at 
n.s.c. 
The sensational 6'1 Roxbury 
resident has already snapped Dan 
Ryan's season high of 516 points by 
scoring 558 with two games 
remaining at the time this went to 
press. 
Joe's single season high is 
combined with a single high mark 
of 43 points which he accomplished 
twice in games against Curry and 
Nichols. As well as a record for 
highest per game average, Joe is 
co-holder of the current 21.5 point 
per game average, which now 
stands on the books. However, 
with a 28 point per game average, 
Joe will break this mark even if he 
fails to score a single point in the 
remaining two games. 
'fhe talented guard has been 
sel(~ct.e<l to the ECAC Division III 
Weekly All-Star team three times 
as a member of the first team. He 
presently is I'anked 10th in the 
nation according to both NCAA 
College Hh'isiol1 and NAIA College 
Division weekly statistics releases. 





by Lee Smith 
I always remembered watching 
hockey games from Chicago 
Stadium. Whether is the loud, 
l'aving Chicago crowd or the large, 
Olympic size rink hockey games 
always seemed to be more exciting 
coming fromtheWindy City. The 
Bruins-. Black encounter was a 
good example.,. . > 
The Western division. leading 
Black Hawks riding a long un-
beaten streak at home were ready 
for Boston, who after beating 
Minnisota the night before had just 
about time to shower before the 
whistle blew for, the Sunday 
Matinee game. , 
The Bruins played their usual 
hard nose,d style eventually wore 
down their opponents and won the 
game 3-1. . 
The game well played by both 
sides, was lhe non-stop type of play 
t ha t ma kes hockey the grea t 
HERE 
spectator spot It IS. Hoston's power show his incompetency, to this 
play, the leagues best seems to writer, as he is always making the 
give the Bruins the goals when wl'oug call at the wrong time. 
they are needed most. The Bruins, ***** 
special teams prove their Every' writer for the Boston 
superiority over the I'cst of' the sports media has sometime in the 
N.II.L, Even shorthanded they are last month expressed sympathy to 
a continual till'cat. ,the Boston Celtics although the 
Phil Esposito continuees. to owners of the team will always eat 
threaten and frustrate his younger well. The profession.al basketball 
brother Tony as Phil (who team here should be treated with a 
celebrated his 30th birthday) little more fairness with relation to 
scored twice and collected his 100 dates, starting times, etc. 
and 101st point. He is the current The Celtics, after' a dishear-
N.H.L. scoring leader. . te)1ing road tr~p'·to the West Coast 
The Bruins aft~r two hard took ~dvan~gepf home cooking as 
hitting periods took control of the' .they defeal:ec:l the Phoenix Suns on 
game and coasted as Ed Johnston 'ruesday Afternoon.> The Celtics 
played one of his best games. should holdout tQ win the Eastern 
Bobby Orr continues to amaze me Drvision and eve1'lif they blow it, no . 
and there are no superlatives to one,can ~omplainabout the Celtics 
describe him, Ted Green is the style thIS season. This is just 
only weak link in the othel'wise another tribute .to Red Auerbach 
solid Bruin defense. N .n.L. who. isa genius in the world of 


















A ril 1 
1:25 P. M. PITTSBURCII PIRATES at Bradenton 
1:25 P. M. TEXAS RANGERS at Pompano 
1:25 P. M. pittsburgh pirates at Winter Haven 
1:25 P. M. CHICAGO WHITE SOX at Winter Haven (T 
1:25 P. M. DETROIT TIGERS at Lakeland 
! :25 P. M. HUSTON ASTROS at Winter Haven 
1:25 P. M. DETROrr TIGERS at Winter Haven 
1 :25 P. M. DETROIT TIGERS at Lakeland (TV) 
11 :25 P. M. MINNESOTA TWINS at Orlando ' 
1:25 P. M. MINNESOTA TWINS at Winter Haven 
1:25 P. M. MINNESOTA TWINS at Winter Haven (TV) 
11:25 P. M. CHICAGO WHITE SOX at Sarasota 
1:25 P. IVI. ST: LOUIS CARDIANALS at Winter Haven 
1:25 P. M. DETROIT TIGERS at Lakeland 
7:55 P. M. DETl{OIT TIGERS at WinteI\.Haven 
1:25 P. M. NEW YOR YANKEES at Fort Lauderdale 
Ralph Costello's 
,loHrO CANT E EN 
i 
I Specializing In 
* Italian t'norl 
*Stcaks from the Pit 
* Shish kebab with 
with Rice Pilaff 
J36 LiIWAO ST.!., WUlX;I:::_~\.AT_Ek 
ARTS & CRAFTS COMMITTEE 
presents 
A Black Man's 
View of Amerikkkll 




J. GEILS BAND 
IN CONCERT 
AT: 
Brockton High School Gym 




EASTON 238 - 2052 ext. 207 
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